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Dedication

To My Parents

And

to X111 Those Who Are Engaged

In Learning And Teaching

The Qur'an.



Mrs. Iffath Hasan's textbook, Qu~'a~ric L~tigtir~ge 1Vlade Easy is a welcome addition to dQRA's grow-
ing list of books teaching the Arabic language. During the last few years Iffath Hasan has emerged as a
popular teacher of Arabic in Greater Chicago area, whose classes overflow with enthusiastic students. Her
students are non-Arabic speaking ladies of all ages who make special effort to attend to her classes to enhance
their knowledge of Arabic in order to better understand the Qur'an in its original language.

Qua~'~nie Laazgae~~e 1Vl~xde Easy is a response to the demands of her students to transform her notes
and methodologies in a properly produced textbook. Our initial reluctance to publish another book on Arabic
Language was overcome as we began to receive positive opinions from some of our reviewers who appre-
ciated the texts simple and direct approach. We hope the novice will find this book a helpful guide to the
language as they aspire to open the door to the Message of the Qur'an. The Qur'an is a miracle in both per-
fection of language and purity of message. Allah ~~ Himself promised:

~~... .~ 1
Indeed We have revealed this DhikN (The Qur'an) and We shall safeguard it.

(Al-Hijr 15:9)

The Qur'an was revealed to an unlettered (`Ummi) Prophet, through an unlettered community, for the entire
humankind to guide it to the straight path of Submission to the Divine Will (Islam). It was revealed over a
period of 23 years. Initially it was written on stones, parchment, cloth and bark; but it was also preserved in
the hearts of the Companions of the Prophet ; It was compiled into book form during the reigns of the
first two "Rightly Guided" Caliphs Abu Bakr , and 'Umar , then finally standardized by the third Caliph
Uthman ibn 'Affan ,. Allah ~~ has promised to safeguard the Qur'an in every respect and the Book itself
is a living testimony to this Divine promise:

• Its language has been preserved without one iota of change from the time of its revelation.
• It has been memorized by millions of Muslims who can recite it from memory.
It is recited by Mugris/Qa~is (articulate reciters), as the Prophet ~ and his Sahabah ~ recited it.

• Its meaning and message has been preserved through the direcf line of theologians (`Ulama
who spend their lifetimes is learning its message and disseminating it to others.

• Thousands of seminaries (Madaris) across the world continue to preserve the message and teach
it to others.

Although preservation of the Qur'an and its message is guaranteed by Allah ~~ Himself, it has been accom-
plishedthrough His chosen servants who have maintained its study through their sincere and tireless efforts.
The author of Qac~'~nic Latagrcage Ndc~~le Easy Iffath Hasan is a Hafiza (one who has memorized the entire
Qur'an) as well as Arabic teacher who is now opening the<door of Qur'anic understanding to eager believ-
ers, al-HarndulilAllah.

We pray that Mrs. Iffath Hasan and IQl~4' InteNnational Educational Foundation as an institution will be
counted among those chosen of Allah's servants who carried out His Will in this life and will meet at the
Heavenly Pond (al-Hawd) with the Messenger of Allah ~~. For indeed the Prophet Muhammad ~ assured us:

"The best among you are those who learn the QuN'an and teach it to others. "
(Sahih al-Bukhari)

Chief Editors
7450 Skokie Boulevard, Skokie, IL. 60077
Tel: 847-673-4072 Fax: 847-673-4095

Friday 1 February 2002
Jum' ah 18 Dhu al-Qa' dah 1422
Email: Igra@Igra.org



Why learn Arabic at all? It should be reason enough that the timeless speech of Allah, the Glorious Qur'an, was
revealed to humanity in Arabic..However, if we truly believed that, we would not be so ignorant of even the simplest
grammatical concepts, which would otherwise help us to make sense of the Word of the Creator, Most High.

Of course there are those of us who will argue that learning Arabic is, at best, a redundant exercise, especially in an

age when Qur'anic translations-are so readily available. We would reply to this by saying that the true Qur'anic expe-

rience cannot be divorced from its Arabic origins. This is something which the rightly guided Ulema' of the Ummah

have attested to down through the ages. How is this so?

The simplest example that comes to mind is the Islamic prayer itself. We stand five times a day in intimate conver-

sation with our Lord, yet we do not even know what the nature of the discourse is. How would one benefit from the
blessings of the King, if the King knows that His words fall unintelligibly on uncomprehending ears?

The fact is that one of the greatest miracles of the Qur'an is its eloquence, and its ability to turn the hearts of those
who hear it recited. It uses the choicest words in what is being said. Ultimately what is being said is being said in

Arabic, and what is being said in Arabic is the actual speech of Allah, Most High, in its exact words. And what a dif-

ference there is in hearing something from the King himself and hearing it from one of his interpreters! Anyone who

has any knowledge of the Arabic language will readily admit that we cannot fully appreciate the depth of as simple a

statement as the Muslim testimony of faith: La Ilaha Ilia Allah.

Like anything in life, learning Arabic takes time and effort. For those who are willing to make the effort and take a

plunge into the endless depths of the beauty of the Qur'an, we pray that this small and imperfect attempt at outlining

the basics of Qur'anic grammar and vocabulary will be a worthwhile starting point.

In making the following work accessible to those with little familiarity with the Arabic language, we've attempted to

use the .simplest terminology in explaining grammatical concepts and functions. Each lesson is also accompanied by

a vocabulary list of words found in the Qur'an.

These vocabulary lists have also been put in alphabetical order for ease of reference. All examples found in each les-
son are also taken from the Qur'an. In simplifying the material herein, we've deliberately kept out vocabulary words
and phrases that do not appear in the Qur'an.

The book is divided into three units. The first unit deals with concepts such as nouns, pronouns, prepositions, and
their characteristics. In the second unit, we delve into the verbs and their trilateral roots, as well as basic sentence

structure. In the third unit we further explore the vast world of Arabic verbs by examining derived verb forms, and

more sentence structures.

Our hope is that this attempt will be sufficient in giving the student of Arabic a very intimate familiarity with the dis-
course of the Qur'an. If one is interested in continuing studies in Arabic in order to be able to comprehend Ahadith

and the many classical Islamic works in Arabic, then we hope that this book will provide a springboard for further

study, Insha'Allah. In the meantime, we hope that this work will provide a sufficient guide for the teachers of the lan-

guage as well as an easy reference for the students.

Whatever good you will find herein is from Allah, and whatever fault you may find herein is mine alone.

Wa ma taw-~qi illa billah

Iffath Hasan

September 07, 2001
Jumad Al-Thani 20, 1422
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I would like to thank the people without whose help this work never would
have reached fruition. I would like to thank Anis Daud Matthews who was
the first to push me into the ocean of the Arabic language and teach me how
to swim; Wasifa Abdul Azeem whose method of instruction I have endeav-
ored to follow in this work; Sara, Sumerah and Nimrah Bakhsh who spent
long hours formatting and typesetting the effort you now hold in your hands;
all my Arabic students who encouraged me to publish my notes; Brother
Shamshad Husain, Sister Siddiga Qazi, and the entire staff of IQRA'
International for helping seeing this project through to completion; my par-
ents who instilled in me a love of the Qur'an from a tender young age; and
last but not least, my husband and my sons who supported and encouraged
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that you please remember them all in your prayers, Insha'Allah.

Acknowledgments for the revised edition:
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new edition. May Allah make this book a source of benefit for one and all in
this world and the next, ameen.
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This book has been prepared with the intention of helping one understand

the Holy Qur'an in an easy and efficient manner. Insha'Allah, if complete

instructions are followed, this task will be achieved without much difficul-

ty, Insha'Allah.

1. In order to achieve success, first ask for the help and blessings

of Allah ~~.

2. Do your best since Allah ~~ helps those who help themselves..

3. Since the course is cumulative (every lesson builds upon the previous)

understanding and knowing every lesson thoroughly before

progressing is crucial for success.

4. Since these lessons are prepared especially for the understanding

of the Qur'an, fluent reading of the Qur'an is one of the prerequi

sites of the understanding of the language.

5. Regular reading of a portion of the Qur'an in Arabic,- along

with the trans lation, is highly recommended.

6. The memorizing of as many short surahs and ayahs as possible

is also highly recommended.
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Lesson 1

~ '. 1' ̀°~

Al-Kalimdt

Kalimat are of three types:

1. ~ (IsTn) means a noun

2. (Fi '~ means a verb

3. (HaNf} is a word other than a verb or noun, such as a preposition, etc.

1. ~ noun: It is the name of an object, place, person, or of an action, e.g.:

/~

He~

c W, ~

Muhammad

C ~9 ..

A Book . ~

~ r/
~~;:~Standing

2. ~9 verb: It tells about an act with reference to past, present, or future tense, eg.:

~ ~

He did

~ A
s•i

He does / He will do

rfiJ



3. particle: It is a word that can be used with a noun or a verb, e.g.:

If ~

When ~,



■ All nouns in Arabic are either masculine or feminine in gender.

■ In English, we only have singular or plural, but in Arabic, we have singular, dual, and

plural.

■ Singular is just for one person or thing; dual refers to two; and plural refers to more

than twa

■ In English, we have first, second and third persons. We have the same in Arabic.

■ The third person is the one spoken about, e.g. they, them, he, and she.

The second person is the one spoken to, e.g. you.

■ The first person is the. one speaking, e.g. I, we, and us.

With all of the above points in mind, the following table format is prepared which will be used throughout

the course. The format progresses from the right to left, starting with singular to dual to plural.

Plural Dual Sin ula~

Third person

Them, their Them, their Him, his, it Masculine

Third peNSOn

Them, their Them, their Her, it Feminine

Second peNSOn

You, our You, our You, our Masculine

Second person

You, our You, our You, our Feminine

First person

Us, our Us, our M , me (Masculine & eminzne)

m



~ o IAl-Dama'iN

Pronouns are divided into two forms:

~ a~
1. Detached ~ (Darna'i~ Munfasilah)

r

~ w

2. Attached `~ ~ (Damcr'ir Muttasilah)

I,17'~Y Y~r ,r J ~ : ~' ► t : ►,

PluNal Dual SzngulaN

o ~ r/3 /~ ,.4~ lei loll

ThiNd person
The all They two) He, it Mascl~line

w ~ ~ ~~ll~+`Gll

Thi~^d peNSOn
The all The two She, it Fen2inine

~°i
o ..~ I

~°~
(/„o I
l,e~a

°~
~. I ~~/

Second person
You all You two You Masculine

W ~ ~ ~ I ~~ ~/

~
lea

/ Second person
You all You (two You Fen2inine

i
~ o

i
f o

s~
~I ~~~ ~l ” l

Fist peNSOn
We We two) I, me Masculine & enainine

This table should be memorized thoroughly. Certain points to be specifically noted while memorizing are:

All the thud person rriasct~line aid feminine pronouns begin with the letter o.

B All the second persota masculine and ferninitie pronouns begin with the letters ~ ~ I a

14 ~ 5~



■ All the. dual masculine and feminine pronouns end with

a
All the masculine second and third person plural pronouns end with Jo.

W
■ All the feminine second and third person plural pronouns end with ~.

The following are exafnples of detached pNOnouns found in the Qur'an:

~~~~
He is Allah, the one. (112:1)

r~ ' ~~
.~~°~

It is good for you. (24:11)

~~I~l~ ~I
When they (two men) were in the cave (9:40)

~ ~
,~

~~~ -~
And they (all) are not coming out from it. (5:37)

/q/` ,O ~/' ~~ W ~ y

It is not but our worldly life. (6:29)

~~~

They (wives) are apparel for you. (2:183)

~.:~ ~:..~+ I s

Did you say to the mankind? (5:116)

Xou (two) and those who follow you shall triumph. (28:35)

15 lC~



/' ~ O/ ~ 9 /' //

~.`~~~9
And you do not know. (2:216)

~~~ ~~~~~~ ~

Y am your most exalted Lord. (79:24)

~~ ~~~~~~~~
We provide for you. (6:1 SI)

~ e
•

L~'xercise

Recite the Qur'an and try to find more examples of detached pronouns.

16 i1



a .e y

Al-Dama'irAl-Muttasilah

As the name indicates, these pronouns will only appear attached to another word, which can be a noun,

verb, or a particle (HaN~.

Plural ~- Dual ~:. Singular ~

o ~ (/9 3 ~ls~i~ell

l~ 0
Third person

Their /them Their /them He, him /his Masculine

w ~ ~~~ r/
t~

~~lI~;GJI
t~e~

Third person
Their /them Their /-them She, Her / it Feminine

o ~ ~ j ~~t~l~i

Second person

You all / our You two / our You / our Masculine

W p s L1
:J

~,y~~~l

i Second person

You all / our You two / our You / our Fen2inine

~i First person

Our / us Our / us Me / m (Masculine & fen2inine)

The above table should be memorized thoroughly. In the table, certain similarities to the detached
pronouns can be seen:

■ All the third person masculine an€i feminine pronouns begin with the letter 0.

■ All the dual pronouns end with ~.

0
■ All the plural second and third person- masculine pronouns end with ~.

W
m All the plural seconc! and third person feYninine pronouns end with ̀ j.

The difference is in the second person masculine and feminine pronouns, which begin

with the letter ~.

17 (~



Lesson 5

Plu~^al ~ Dual ~ SingulaN

~
A ~~

~
r/~~~.

~
~ ~~. ~II~GlI

• ~ i ~ Third person
Their book Their book His book Masculine
i

W ~~

~, a,

i
r/~~

•,

i
r/~ ,

~;

~~I~,G!l

V ~ , Thi~^d person
Their book Their book Her book Fen2inine
3 i

a 3
~ i
/ 3

i
~~ a „1,~~/

. ~ ~ ~ Second person
Your book Your book Your book Masculine

,~ i y i i

. ~ ~ > ~ Second person
Your book Your book Your book Fen2inine
i i i

°

'~

~~~ ~/ "/

. ~ i FiNSt pet^son
Our book Our book M book Masculine & en2inine

Above is the attached pronoun table with a noun. Note the following points:

The noun precedes the pxonoun; the pronoun is translated first and then the noun.
a

■ For the first person, the pronoun is used with the noun with a or _; e.g.

f

The last letter of the noun when attached with the pronoun will be with a instead of a _; e.g.
• ~



~ e

EXel'CISe

Write the pronoun table for each of the following nouns with the translation:

a.

~~

~,g Pen d.

~

J am, Prophet

b.
~ ~

N

House e.
~ ~

Slave

c. ~
o~

God f. ~ Name
~

Remember when attached to a pronoun, the on the last letter of the noun will change to ,: e.g.

~ ~

p ~ ~~°
N

19 z:~



Lesson 6

Plural Dual ~ Singular ~

~~
o ~..o

~~
~~..o

~~
~..s. ~.11~Gll

Third person
He created them He created them He created him Masculine

w ~. j ~~. ~ ~ ~ ~~1/~Gll

Thud person
He created them He created them He created her Feminine

~ ii ~ ii ii

5

Second person
He created ou He created ou He created ou Masculine
~ ii ~ ii ii

~ Second peNSOn
He created ou He created ou He created ou Feminine

ii ii ii

.~i FiNSt peNSOn
He created us He created us He created me (Masculine &

eYninine

Above is the attached pronoun table with a verb. 1~1ote the following points:

The verb precedes the pronoun.

The verb is translated first and then the pronoun.
~~

For the first person singular, the pronoun is used with the verb, e.g. ~ °
..r ..s

~o Z 3



~Xel'CIS~

Write the pronoun table for each of the following verbs with the translation:

~~ ~

a. ~~~ He gave d. ~ ~ ~ He helped

~ ~

b. ~~ He made e. ~ ~ He hit

~ ~~ ~ ~

c. 9 He killed f. ~~ He left

The following aNe examples of attached pronouns:

~Wi ~~ ~

When Otis Lord said to h~tii (2:131)

iPi ~ti~i q '~ iiW ~ ~,A

Whoever submits his whole self to Allah (31:22)

/' / y ~ ~7 a

r

Then did Satan make bof~t of them slip. (2:36)

~~~
So for therm is their reward. (2:62)

~~ r ,~',~

And he left therta in darkness (2:17)

/~~'
~~l~;l

And when your Lord said (2:30)

~ ,~ ~~,~

That you ask your Prophet (2:108)

/' e / / 4A/ C//' / / / I`

21 1 s~--



The one who created y~t~ and those who were before you (2:21)

9~ ,~~S~I
Remember IVIy favor. (2:47)

y~
~~~I.
And fear 1!/Ie alone. (2:41)

~~ f ift fro 9 ~~
1:~~ 1~1 Lgy

And they said our hearts are in the wrappings (2:88)

~ .

Exercise

Recite the Qur'an and try to end more examples of attached pronouns.

Following are soJne exceptions:

i9 L.

O my people, I ask of you no reward. (11: SI)

~b~MM' 

~~ gW ~/
9

« 6~ ~/ «

On Him is my trust, and to Him do I return. (13:30)

Note: In the above exafnples, the — of the last letteN of the noun suffices for the pronoun ~' ("sny ").

i

~< t~ ~~>,
~ ~ ~9~ ~;,~~19

So fear me, Oh you that are wise. (2:197)

~ ~ ,~~
c~ ,`9~. ;
And fear none but Me... (2:40)

Note: In the above exafnples, the ~ that follows the verb szsffices fog the pronoun ~ ("fne ").
~ ..i

22 .~



Lesson 7

I:' :' ~~~ ~ ..~ ~.

Al-Hz~ruf al-Ja~N ~ ~ ~

Following are some prepositions found in the Qur'an:

On /Upon To /Towards

In In/With ~
..i ~

1. The above words are always followed by a noun or a pronoun.

2. They have their own meaning, and have an effect on the following noun or pronoun.

9

3. Their effect on the noun is that they will convert the on the last letter into a —.

i

Examples: Plir~se Noun + Pre osp 111011

In Allah

w

~ ~

W

~~
~ o .i

With / in a book

~

~ '°

~ ~

~ " ~
a ~

~
~

~

On /upon the earth

~o ~

~~

~

~,~

~

Towards a Prophet

~

J~ ~ ~

~

J~

~

23



9

4. Their effect on the pronoun is that they convert the on the first letter into a —

i

Exam les: I'h~ase Prono~e~i a- Pre osition

With it ~, ~o ~
~•~ ~

With / In them ~ o. r/~
lam

o .

~i ..o

On /Upon them W ' °~ G
tJ~,°~

~

Towards them
~

°_ ~ °~~e

~

Note: Only these prepositions have this effect on only these thud person pronouns.
0 i

5. Note that a ~ is placed on the ~ of ~ ~ and when these are attached to the pronouns; e.g.:

~ ~

~~
i

The following a~^e examples of prepositions with nouns and pronouns:

A) Examples of prepositions with nouns:

~'~ I~,.~J 1~~ aul~ l~..a1~.
We believe in Allah and the last day. (2: 8)

W B / ~ ~ w /

aul L3 ~.~.~
And fight in the way of Allah. (2:190)

~~ ~~~~ ~~ :.

Upon their hearts and upon their hearing. (2: 7)

24



9 ~/ /I

To their satans (2:14)

Note the effect of prepositions on nouns.

B) Examples of prepositions with pronouns:

~(~'.
Sono sin upon him (2:173)

~. ~
~N~ ~~~

He guides with it many (2:26)

d: //

So no fear upon them (2:38)

~~~
~~j al.-
When He raised in them a Prophet (3:164)

. ~1

Then towards Him they will be returned. (6:36)

~ ,

There is no blame on them in (the matter o fl their fathers... (33: SS)

Note the effect of prepositions on pronouns.

•• °

Exercise

Recite the Qur'an and try to find more examples of these prepositions.
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Lesson 8

PREPOSITIONS II
w

Al-Huruf al-Ja~N ~ •

The following is the list of other prepositions used in the Qur'an.

(Used for swearing) ~ / ~ Like

From /than ~ For / to J
i

~_
W

From /about
o /
~ Until

,/

~'

The prepositions mentioned above will have the same effect on the nouns as the prepositions from the

previous lesson, but they will have no effect on the pronouns, e.g.

9 0 ~ o
= o -~-

The preposition J changes to a J when it is followed by all the pronouns except first person singular ~:

/1 7
d V

~

i

Vtl

i

Vtl

3 i

a

9 i

/

} i

W

/

Vim%

ai

/~

i i i

~ ~ /

There are some other words that have the same effect on the nouns as the prepositions, although not

endorsed by Arab grammarians as prepositions. The following words are listed because they are useful

for learners and are in accordance with the Qur'an.
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With /from

/ /

~,~ / ~ ~ Some ~ ° o~

~~W

With ~~ All /every

Near j~ Around J

~~ ~ ~

Before ~~ ~ Before ~g

Between
M

After j~

Above /over ~~,g Behind ~ r ~

Under /beneath ~ o Other than ~~ J

Other than
~ o / o•

~~, ~ /

The following aye exanZples of prepositions with nouns and pronouns:

A) Prepositions with nouns.

9// y ~/
~U

By Allah you know (12:73)

9/~~~

r

By the [token of time] (103:1)

~~~~~4~

From the Jinns and the people (114:6)

9, / /Aw ~-p W 
/.

For Allah and His Prophet belongs the honor. (63:8)
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~yi "O / / / 7'O /

~~?~~~ ►~
From the right and from the left (70:37)

~~
Until the rise of the morn (97: S)

They are like cattle. (7:179)

~ /

B) Examples of J, which becomes J with all the pronouns, except ~.

~~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~/ -~y a w
i

He is to you an open enemy. (2:208)

~~~9,...
For you is your Deen and for me is my Deen. (109: 6)

~~~~~w~

And verily for you is a reward. (68:3)

s ~~
For Him is the Kingdom. (64:1)

C) Examples of other words which have the same effect as a preposition.

~ y, r~~y yp i>..~r

He is irresistible, from above His slaves... (6:61)

~IW~~ 

~~ 

9/9~

We shall crush them beneath Our feet... (41:29)

~~~, ~, ~

And to strive and fight along with His Messenger... (9:86)

2~ .3



Whoever desires a religion other than Islam... (3:85)

' 9 W / / ~~~iy i 9/

.~ s~ ~}?

But they are alive near their Lord... (3:169)

W
~ ' ~~~~ ~

From the presence of the Wise and Knowing... (27: 6)

~~

9

And you were not [present] with them... (3:44)

Exercise

Recite the Qur'an and try to find more examples of these prepositions.
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Lesson g

NOUNS I

Al7sfn s

Nouns are divided into two forms.

1) Proper/Definite ~9 (Ma'rifah)

2) Common/Indefinite "o ~ (Naki~ah)

1. Proper nouns are proper names given to a certain person, place, or an object, e.g.:

'l~ w

/

~

~ / B

I

/~

`9 w/ ~ ~ ~ / - ~ 0 / 0}

~ ~ ~ i

2. Common nouns are also names, but are given in general to a living or non-living thing, e.g.

A /any pen

~~

c A /any prophet

~

J~

A /any town ~j,~,~ A /any tree ~ ~ ~'

A /any book ~ '' A /any house
e N

e

Note that all indefinite nouns end with ,but in the case of the definite noun, this does not apply.

There is no standard rule fog° a proger nou~i.
~ ~

~~~ (i'~aab) are vowels, i.e. —, _, _, etc. placed on the last letter of a noun and a verb, and the



p

first letter of the pronoun. The original i 'raab of a noun, pronoun and a verb is

~ ~

~- (Harakaat) is the term for the vowels ( , ~, _) of the other letters.

A) Examples of proper/definite nouns

..¢ `` t'~~~ '
~~~1~~~~

..-

When Ibrahim said... (2:260)

And Dawood killed Jaloot. (2:251)

~ ~~ ~
Indeed we sent I~Toah (I1: 25)

J,91J c:~.,.9.9
And Sulaiman inherited Dawaod (27.•16)

B) Examples of common indefinite nouns

~t ~ W ~~~~

In their hearts is a disease. (2:10)

o .r=~'fi
And upon their sight is a veil. (2: 7)

9fs~~9~9ii~~ ~ ~

In it is darkness and thunder and lightening (2:19)

s~i o ~~//`„ " ~ ~~
That you dislike a thing (2:•216)
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Al'Ism t

In Arabic, indefinite nouns can be converted to definite nouns by:

o ~ ~9 p

1. Placing the article J~, which means "the" as a prefix, which will result in the changing to a

Examples:

The house
Ne

--
N

~" oJ

The book

y

~ '' ~ =

/~p

~ ' -~-

Q 
S~

J~
r i

The Prophet
~ ~i

J~~ ~
~

J~ +
°C

J~

~~
2. Attaching a pronoun to the indefinite noun will also result in the changing to a

Examples:

His house
~~~

M

—
~
~ -~-

~ ~

N

Your book

/ ~

A ~

~

p

0

-~-

C
/

~ '°
• i i

Our Prophet

p

~~, ~

~

~ -~-

~

~~

32 `~%



3. Attaching a proper noun to the indefinite noun will also result in the changing to a

Examples:

Prophet of Allah

W p

~ ~ J~,,~, --

W

~~ ~ -~-

~

J~,~,
i

House of Allah W ~ ' ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~- c~aa .~

fire 
ishment of the ~ ~I ~ I ~ _ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~

In these examples, the second noun ending with a _will be explained in later lessons.

o~

A) Examples for Nouns with J ~:

For Him is the kingdom of the heavens and the earth. (2:107)

These are the signs of the wise book. (31:2)

~J~ivi~tll9~; ""~

Until they see the painful punishment (10:88)

B) Examples for Nouns with Pronouns:

1 ~,9AJ (~ 67 .~
i

When his Loyd said to him (2:131)

,~
And when Our clear signs are rehearsed unto them- (19: 73)
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;~~~~~s
Did there not come to you your rtiessengers? (40: SO)

C) Examples for Nouns with Nouns

~~~NJ~~. ~~~

Allah's curse is on the rejecters. (2:89)

d

That is the grace of Allah. (5: S4)

/ / ~ ~ W /

~~ ̀ I ~~~

Lord of the heavens (26:24)

~ .

Exercise

Recite the Qur'an and try to find more examples.
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Lesson 11

As-Sifah wal-Mausuf ~ o
e .s

1. A descriptive phrase consists of a noun followed by an adjective.

2. This noun in Arabic is called ~~ (Mausuf}, which means, "that which is being described:"

3. The adjective in Arabic is called (Sifah), which means, "that which is describing the noun."

4. In a descriptive phrase, the basic point to be noted is that the adjective will be identical to the noun in:

A) Gender: If the noun is masculine or feminine, the adjective will be identical; exaTnples:

A great reward (masculine)
,/ ~9 0 /
~.~

i

The good advice (feminine)

~ o p i ai

••~~ ~ ~ •'

B) Number: If the noun is singular, dual, or plural, the adjective will be identical; examples:

An Arabic Qur'an (singular)
~ ~~~a~
~ ~ ~ ~

L/
"~

Two righteous men (dual)
i i p i

~ ~ ~ ~~.~„

~ ~

Clear signs (plural) ~ ~~ ~~
N



C) Type of noun: If the noun is definite or indefinite, the adjective will be identical; exaTnples:

The sacred Mosque (definite)

o

~ r ~ ~~ A ~

An open book (indefinite)
c ~c
~ ..

° i

~ ~

D) I'raab: If the noun ends with , or ,

Examples:

,the adjective will be identical.

From the cursed Satan ()
W ~ ~ i

„ ~ ~ ~ ~ .e

~ ~ ~

i ~ ~~ ~~

A painful punishment (—) e.~ e

~

The righteous deed (—)

~ ~~o~
,^ W

The following are some examples:

~~ ~ ~ ~W~~

~~ ~ ~ ~~I
And you stand by an exalted character. (68:4)

~~~
She said, "a barren old woman." (Sl: 29)

~ ~~~ .;
A territory fair and happy and a Lord oft Forgiving. (34:1 S)

~, , 9~ ,~~~~ ~s ~~ , ~J~~I
~~" .~ i6~i ii

Here is delivered to me a letter worthy of respect. (27:29)
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To whom I granted resources in abundance. (74:12)

~,

~. ~'

From the clouds water in abundance (78:14)

j~ ji ~ ~ 

F~

That you may eat thereof flesh that is fresh and tender. (16:14)

~9y W
~~~

In a shade long extended. (56:30)

/' 9 ~ ;

~ %, , ~3
In a book well guarded. (56: 78)

~ ~ i 9i ~ i

~ 1 1I1"~ r- - ~~
Appointed for a day well known (56: SO)

/' W /

9

r- ~ ̀~
In a tablet preserved. (85:22) _

l' 
e~9~/'9/'~B / /

1~1~I~~

That is the great salvation. (5:119)

~~~~~
By the promised day (85:2)

9 //691 ~ ~

I ~~ 1 

~~6/

Then he showed him the great sign. (79:20)

~ / 9~ a I ~ 9 ~ i /~(~1s4.~

{

a

Oh you soul in complete rest and satisfaction! (89:27)

i ~ ~ ̂ '!
d al ~t~S~~~.I~U

~ v



Therefore, when there comes the great, overwhelming event. (79:34)

~'~°''~ ~ w °iw

~~~,.
Out of the green tree (36:80)

l~J I ~
The star of piercing brightness (86: 3)



Lesson 12

Al-Mudaf, al-Mudaf Ilaih ~a! ~ ~ ~ C ~

1. This type of phrase is formed with the combination of two nouns.

2. The first noun is called ~ (Mudaf}. It will. always be an indefinite noun and in no case will it
o y~

take the article J~,

i p ~ 19

3. The last letter of the first noun will have , —, or ,but will never have , — or

i i

4. The second noun is called ~ ~ (Misdaf Ilczih). It is generally a definite noun by itself or
o ~

particularized by J~. (There are exceptions to this rule.)

5. The last letter of the second noun (Mudaf Ilaih} will always have — (no exceptions).

i

- 6. This combination is called the possessive phrase because the first noun is owned by, or belongs to, the

second noun.

7. Translate the first noun, then place "of 'after it, and then translate the second noun.

Messenger of Allah

W ~

~ ~ J ~ House of Peace
i

~ ~ ~ ~ j
i

Book of Allah

W i

q~~ ~ '' Creation of Allah

W o

~~~~~y~'.
i i o

From the punishment of the fire

i

~, ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Day of Judgment

o

~ ~ ~ ~~
' i i i N

' 
39 ¢.._5 
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8. Some examples in which the second noun is an indefinite noun:

The weight of a particle
i ~ ~ ~A
o ff, j J Word of a Messenger

~ ~

J ~ J
i ~ ~

Blame of the blamer

~ ~

~ /A~ ~~~ Punishment of a sin

~

. S w~ ~ ~~
N

■ Make a note that the combination of nouns with pronouns is also the possessive phrase. For

s~
example, when it is said ~ ~~ (His book), it means the book is owned by or belongs to

him. Note that only when the ~ ~ ~ (Mudaf ilaih) is a noun it ends with —. In this

i
case, since the Mudaf ilaih is a pronoun, this rule does not apply.

Following are examples of possessive phrases:

/' / ~ ~.0 ~
9 ~Q ~ ~~ ~y~

~e %~ ~~~

In the path of Allah with your wealth (61:11)

~o..~-?cis-~ ~o I ~ ~ 91

They are companions of the hell. (5:10)

Remember the bounties of Allah upon you. (3:103)

~,~~I~J~II,a
And whatever is revealed to you from your Lord (S: 64)

/ 9~9p~~~/ ~//

M~ ~ I~I~ § /d✓

And that is the reward of the righteous. (S: 85)

And he stops you from the remembrance of Allah and from the salaat. (S: 91)
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Lesson 13

,. ~j' ,.
AZ-Jumlat ul-Ismiyyah ~ ~ e

1. A nominal sentence generally consists of two nouns.

2. The first noun is always a definite noun (no exceptions).

3. The second noun is generally an indefinite noun.
~ ~

4. The I'Naab of both nouns is generally ° or —.
y

5. The first noun is the subject and is called ~J•.~ (Mubtada)

6. The second noun is the predicate and is called ~ (Khabar)

7. The predicate generally agrees with the subject in the number (i.e., singular, dual or plural) and the

gender (masculine or feminine);

Examples:

..~~~~~
And Allah is Oft Forgiving, most merciful. (2:218)

/ ~ : / a / ~ G
°'O 9~~/ u

~~

And for them in the world to come is an exceeding torment. (2:114)

.~' ~.~

And you are Muslims. (2:132)

~..a.~,.~ 1 ~1,~1 ~ ~ ;;~ ~ .

This is part of the tidings of the things unseen. (3:44)

8. The predicate can be a definite noun when it is not an adjective;

~~ ~'=~



Examples:

~ ~~~ l~l~'
I am Yusuf and this is my brother. (12:90)

i~; ~~. >~
Say He is Allah, the One and Only (112:1)

9. Since the nominal sentence consists of a definite noun followed by an indefinite noun, it has to be

determined which nouns and pronouns are the definite nouns. The list of the definite nouns is as

follows:

a) Proper names ( ~: e.g. ~ ̀ c w~ ~

i~ i t,
~ ~

b) Pronouns (~ ): e.g. ~~ ~a~ ̀  is

~~ ~

c) Demonstrative pronouns (ate. °' ~ ~): e.g. I,~ 6 ~ ~ j
i

W W

d) Relative pronouns (J~ ~: e.g. ~, ~,j~

o y~ ~ i ai

e) Nouns preceded by the article J ~: e.g. ~ ~~. ~

~ Nouns which are ~ in the possessive case: e.g.

~~~ / ~~~
~ i i

g) Nouns preceded by ha~f nida' (t~): e.g. ~,d~~ 1, ~ ~-~ l~

Other than these, all nouns aNe indefinite nouns.
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10. In a sentence that has a predicate as a definite noun, a detached pronoun (which is in accordance to the

gender and number of the subject) is placed between the subject and the predicate; examples:

v

Allah is He who gives (all) sustenance. (51:58)

. ~.
v..~11 ~ s ~ yl~.

Those will prosper. (7: 8)

i~ " l~l~lw,
For You are the All-Hearing and All-Knowing. (2:127)

~> ~ ~'~

That is the supreme felicity. (9: 72)

Note that without the detached pNOnoun, the above sentences become descriptive phrases.

11. In some cases, the detached pronoun is hidden or suppressed; examples:

That is the supreme felicity. (9:89)

~« i I~, %~

That is the supreme disgrace. (9:63)
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Lesson 14.

r , ;~ ~ ,

Al-IsnZ ul Jama'a . ~ ~ 1

1. Plural nouns in Arabic are of two types:

A) Unbroken /Sound Plural ~l~ (.Iama'a Saalim}

~~
B) Broken W (Jan~a'a Mukassa~) or (Jaina'a TakseeN)

2. The table for the iJ~brolceai / Sotti~d Plt~~a~ ~l~ (Jama'a Saalim) is as follows:

Plural Dual SingulaN ,sue'

~A~ 0 9 ~ o ~

o o~ a/ o p ~ o~
Masculine

°io °° i r
All male Muslims Two male Muslims One male Muslim

cp / 0 9 e~ o ~

~

i ~

~~°

o ~ o.,i o ~ .. / o ~
Fefninine

i o ~ N ~, ~
All (female) Muslims Two (female) Muslims One (female) Muslim

3. The above form of plurals are called unbroken /sound plurals because the original word remains

A io
unchanged and just ~ ~ or ~a are added to the last letter of the singular noun, for the dual form, and ~~

~A
or ~+ for the plural form.

,>
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Note: In the dual and plural forms for both masculine and feminine, two types of nouns are made. These

will be explained in the later lessons.

Exercise

Write the above table for each of the following nouns:

a.
0 9

A believer d.

~ i

~ A rejecter
i ~

b.
c ~

A righteous e.
~
~ j A liar
e~

c.
/

~; A writer f.
~ 09
~~,o A believer

.i i

Following aye examples of singular, dual, and plural nouns.

~~ ~ ~ 'i i~

• ~~
And whoever. kills a believer... (4:93)

Verily successful are the believers ... (23:1)

~~'~ ~ ~Ws~~~~.
.~° .~°° ̀ l,~`~~

A slave woman who believes is better... (2:221)

9/ ~ g e/ // 'O~~/

Two gardens producing bitter fruit... (34:16)

~~9~~~ ~':~'~~~

The freeing of a believing slave...(4:92)

~~ Q

w / 9 / " N ~ G 
~~ ~ W ~ /

§ ~ W ~' , ~ ~A~~
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From our progeny a people Muslim to you... (2:128)

/ / ~ W ~

~v-
Two gardens to the right... (34:15)

~ ~ / ~~
X 2. 1 •• 1 ~ y 69

The righteous women are devoutly obedient.. (4:34)
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Lesson 15

AZ-Ism ul-Jama'a ~ ~

~ ~

The table format for the Broken Plurals w (lama Mukassar) is as follows:

Plural ~- Dual ~ Singular ,~

~l~l,~
c ~~

,.
~~ ~

. ~ ~
Books ~ ~ A book

Two books

■ In this type of plural. form, the dual is made by adding ~ / J ~ to the last letter. of the singular

~' ~
noun. The same method as the unbroken /sound plural.

■ For the plural form there is no standard rule that can be followed.

The following is a list of some broken plural nouns:

Plural Singular Meaning Plura] Singular Meaning

~ ~9

Eye `/° 4J~° Messenger

~~.- Fountain l,~ ~~, (~~ Religion



Plural Singular 1Vleaning

'~'° cam"

~3 ''
I'~ I

~~~
~, I Ear

~P

J~°
~9

. (~ ~° Man
i

~ I~ ~

i
o y Woman

i

~
~ "~ ~

c'
"".~ Boy

~ (/. i
i

w

( Prophet
i '' i

~~ ~o/

~ .. ~~ Day

o ~

~~ I

ii

Pen

Examples of broken plasrals:

Plural Singular lt~leaning

~' ~ ~,'°

~ ~~ ~ V~' . ~° Lord

0}9

~

~ qi

House

a ~

Mosque
i i

~ a ~,

i i i
Needy

p ~ni ~ of

I Self

o ~

r~ ~ ~ o~~ Sou
39 ~ o i

~~ Heart

/ / }L/ai W~~ 

~~9
B~~ ~ ~~~

They have hearts wherewith they understand not. (7:179)

~~p~

Have they eyes to see with? (7:195)

a
Have they feet to walk with? (7.•195)

You were not with them when they cast lots... (3:44)

4~ lJ



M/ 9 l J

That your possessions and progeny are but a trial... (8:28)

'~- u~ ~l,a I ~.
Are many lords different from themselves better? (12:39)

t~ ~~~. ~~

~~ ~t J~ s `y :~
They ask you concerning the mountains...(20:105)

rg.~ ̀ ~ ~ ~~,~I o ..

And his wives are their mothers...(33: 6)

And wounds equal for equal... (S: 45)

c.1~'s~~ .." ' ~ . ~
We made_ you into nations and tribes... (49:13)

~~ ~ ~ s
' ~; ~v ~~~~~,i~l~,~'• .
_When you urere hidden.in your mothers' ~~vombs...(53:32)
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Plural Singular Meaning

y~ a;, ~ 9 Ate,
(~' Hair

ic r,~

~

~i,~.

Lips

A~ ~ l 0 /

~/°~ ~' ̀~`°~ Chest

/~^ o _

~y~' I

0
~ ~

Backbone

pro ~ Vie,
~"~ Voice

i A~~e ` 0 e

(/' Back

i o
./

/°
r

Bones

~ , o i ~ ,./

~ ~ ., Heel

~t ~
/o I ~9 ~~

Neck

Cp90 i C ~

Eyes

~ ~~ ~~p

J ~° Heart

Plural Singular Meaning
~ a~

/1 ~ ~ ~9~y

I J I I Ears4,,

3 r/ I
i

~so i

Fingers
i
f' /y 'l3 / Oyl

°° I I
i

°
i

Fingertips

~~
~ Nose

~a~~ ~„
1~.~'~ ~ ~ Body

~
C 0 ~

~
C

o Stomach

(//

~ ~ Fingertips

~~/

o ~°°'~

,./o~

o Forehead
i

C ~ o i ~ Q

/° Body
i

01~~ c ° o Skin
i

~~ ~
W

~ o
I

,. Fetus
i.

_~
So .~



Plural Singular Meaning

Lam' ~~° cam`°

o ~,

0 ~ ~ Cam'/'°~ Heart

~ ~~ ~ a~

~~ °~' Mouth

o /y

~ ~'~ ~ ~ ~ Foot

' I 4~ ~ Tongue

m
~/ o I
~~

~ o/

Intestines

i ~ i
..i

'~ / ~ j Forelock

3 3 ~ a /

o <~ ~°~ Face

i
o~

~
~ /

~'~ '~ _ Hand.., .. ..

y
r/o~

~

~ a /

~ ~ Right hand

~ ~
/,, o' ~ o/

~~ ~~ Artery
~ ~

~ i
f~

~ i
/../

~ °'°~ ~/' Neck
i

~

off"

~

~ ~ Leg

7 I "w

Teeth

Plural Singular• Meaning
~.a` ~1'g° cs.~e°

9 a~~ ~ ~
~ Side

19 /y

. I ~ (%/ Armpit /

i.
'°~ wing

a.~f~/~
~A

~ o .• 9

,. >~°" J° Throat

ti9 y 19

J ~ °~ Fetus

09 f,

J~'~° Cheek

.l"~" o Throat
i

r~sJ i

~

~ ~,

~ Back

~ ro ~s
~'l~J /~J _ Blood ,..
i

Qf9 ~ o/

~'O, , Tears

p
s ~•~, ~~a
~

~•a~

9~; Chin

033 ~ Q

~'.~° ~~ ~ ~ Head

~ ~

°~° I

~

~' Feet
i

~/ 0 I

~ ~

i A /

~° ~° Womb



~ ~~

Garden

~7

°' W~ Small

o

~~ ~ White

i

s~ ~ ~

Honor
~/
~W °
i

Big
s

~~ ~ Black ~ ~ J

Help

}

~~ o Good news

o ~

~~ Red

~ o i

~

Charity

~ ~
~ I

Salaat

~~ ~

~ W

2. Parts of the body that are in pairs, e.g.:

~~

Hand ~ Ear ~ j

Foot ~ Lip



9W ~A~~
3. Names given to the wind, e.g.: ~ 6 ~

~ W„ ~ 
l~4. Names given to fire, e.g.: e , ~•

5. Miscellaneous, e.g.:

Earth

~

~ ~ Slcy

c~

~

War
~ a i
~ Self

~ o.

Sun
c ate,

Wine

o ~c,

~~ ~ ~s~

Certain nouns ending with "o and ~ ~ are not necessarily feminine, e.g ~ ~ ~~ 6 ~ / ~ ~ ,

Note: Be sure to inenzo~ize the above vocabulary.

The following aNe examples of Feminine Nouns:

~ J

And the sky, We made it (S1: 47)

/ / 
S~ ~ 
~ /~ 6 •yP/

~~,°~!~
And the earth, We have spread it (Sl: 48)

~ W~ ~~ s;~
~~~

By the soul and the proportion given to it (91:7)

/ W ~~~~°~/ / ~ s f

[It was] white to all beholders. (26:33)
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~~ / ~ M ~ 7d W 
_

~, .~ DI~I
Verily, all honor is with Allah (10:65)

~~ ~~~
Good news for you this day (57:12)

~ l' IY /' ~'~ ~ ~, ~u ,O M y / q.~

v I~~~I
The eternal garden promised to the righteous (13:35)

~ -

~'xercise

Recite the Qur'an and try to find more examples.



Al- Asma' al IshaNah 0 ~~e ~ ~
y

As the name indicates, these are nouns used to point to something that is either:

A) Near ~a

B) Far J•~

These are considered to be proper/definite nouns.

The following is the table for:

PluNal ~° Dual SingulaN ,~

~✓/~ i
~1

~~

' / / f /

• ~1 ~ ~ ~
~ /

r~ /
~ ~..~A

Masculine
These (all) These (two) This

c ~ ~

i

~ e9 °° ~ ~ ~

i

Q- ~~/

~i °° ~~
Feminine

These (all) These (two) This

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS (NEAR ~.,~)

Be sure to memorize the above table. Note that all of the above nouns begin with the letter o.
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The following are some examples:

Thal is a Book We have revealed (6:1 SS)

They said these are two magicians (20: 63)

~~~ ~~~ .
iS~~
'They are more guided (4: Sl)

r i i ~~

"'c0.1~ J9,, „
Say this is my path (12:108)

9/ I ~I ~y ~ 9

~I~,.~.I
i v

One of these two daughters of mine (28:27)

~~

This she-camel of Allah is a symbol for you... (11:64)

~ o

Exercise

Recite the Qur'an and try to end more examples.
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Lesson 19

1~ ~ 1 -_~ ~. ; ~; . _~ :: ~~..

AZ Asma' al-Isharah 0 ~ ~ y

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS (FAR ,)

Plural ~' Dual ~ Singular ~~

~

~~~~ ~:awJ~~IJ ~IJ

~~

~ ~ i r
Masculine

Those all Those two That
i ,~

6J1~

i i

4~ '~ It

o

~' ll~~
~ ~ o ~

Feminine
Those (all) Those (two) That

i

Be sure to memorize the above table. Note that all of the above nouns end-with the letter ~.

.....The following are some exaTnples:

~~~~~
That is what we wanted (18:64)

~t~ 1.~'~.; . ,
That is part of the (duty) my Lord has taught me. (12:37)

~~y~~~ '
~~1 ;a

That is Allah, your Lord (10:3)

~ ~ ~ ~
r v

Note that in the last two examples, ~,~ and ~,9 are used. Although they seem like
i i
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dual and plural, they are singulaN because we know from the table that dual and plural foN ~~,Ja~e
i

~ ~ ~

6~U I.9 and ~Uy D~ ~.
i i

These are two open signs from your Lord. (28:32)

w

J / ' ~

Whey are on guidance from their Lord. (2: S)

Note that ~ ~,~ and ~~ aye also used fog things of neaN distance in order to emphasize the greatness
~ i

o~ importance of the object pointed at; e.g.:

/ C/ ° "/

This is the book no doubt in it. (2: 1)

,~u Ill
These are signs of Allah. (2:252)

,~.~` ~~

cam"°' ~''-
T'hose Prophets We endowed with gifts. (2:253)

0

With some plural nouns, whetheN masculine or feminine, the defnonst~ative noun ~w in the feminine
i

singzslar is used. Note the last two examples.

~ e

Exercise

Recite the Qur'an and try to find more examples.
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Lesson 20

Al- Asma' al-Mausulah ~ ~

The following nouns are called relative pronouns because they relate to the word before and after it.

RELATIVE PRONOUNS

Plzr~al ~ Dual ~ SingulaN ~~

%~ ~% ~ W~
~~

~ ~ ~~~a JJ ~ ~ J~ ~/~ ~ JJ ~ ~
,~ ..

Those all who

~ ~

Those two who
The one who /that Masculine

which

~~ ~~ /~ O~
N

~~

~ °'°
Those all who

~ ~
Those two who

The one who /that Feminine

which

Be sure to memorize the above table. Note that:
,.

e All the masculine relative pronouns have the le~ter, in them.
W~

■ All the feminine relative pronouns (except l!J ~) have the letter ~ in them .

The following aye some examples:

~5.~ ~~
He is the one ̀v~io created you from dust. (6.•2)

s~ ~ >s~ ~ ~~~ ~~I~~t

And those ~vo ~vho are guilty from you, punish them. (4:16)

,~ ~ y I I~ I~Ic~.;tl I
Those who believe and do righteous deeds (13:29)
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~l JJ 1 l~ ~~~ ~Y I~I~J i jam,
So fear the fire that w~iich its fuel is people. (2:24)

7/' W,O i~. /~ /~ i~

And your mothers who have nursed you (4:23)

/ 5~ ~~ p/

9 I 
' d/ ~

And those ~~vho have not [yet] reached puberty (6S: 4)

In the following three exaYnples, ~ (i~vho /whoever) and L~ (what /whatever) aye used. These are also

considered to be relative nouns.

~~ ~~ ~ 1
And among men there are such as dispute about Allah. (22:3)

They call the one whose hurt is nearer than his profit. (22:13)

Whatever is with you will vanish and what is with Allah will stay. (16:96)

~ ~ m

Exercise

Recite the Qur'an and try to find more examples.
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Lesson 21

Al Asma' al-Istifham ~ ~ ~

The following nouns are called interrogative nouns because they are words that ask questions:

INTERROGATI~IE NOUNS
~S
0

Where
I

When

W~

/ ~

Which

~~G'/G'What

About C G-e-~ ~what

From ~ ~~~~what
i r i

In what C l~~' o
s

Is/are/do/did

0 yl

/I

Do /g I

o/

Who ~°

For C +J)who
i

~ /Why
~ i

o

How

oHow many /how much

~~

From where /how

Memorize these words with their meanings. Note that:

a) These words are interrogative nouns only ~~vheia they are placed in the beginning of the

sentence (which is not necessarily the beginning of the Ayah).
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~,
b) is used to question about anything big or small.

c) ~ 1, ► is used to question about only special and important matters.

The following aNe some examples:

~ ~`~ ~.~

Are you really Yusuf? (12:90)

w 3~ i 9i

I)o you have any knowledge? (6:148)

~~ ' ~ ,

I)o you think? (2:214)

Who is the one who will intercede? (2:255)

i ~ ~9~ p, / i

What is in your right hand? (20:17)

~~ .~~». 
~~~.a~ a

What they should spend (2:215)

e ~i ~~ ~ i ~ ~~i
v ~ t~ ~.
Why do you say what you do not do? (61:2)

~ ~ W,
1 ~ ~1

From ̀here did you get this? (3:37)

' ~~~~~~1

How am I going to have a child? (3:47)

~~ ~ 2



H /

I~ow much [long] did you live? (2:259)

s ~/

For ~vho is the kingdom? (40:16)

~ ~~ ~~~9~ ~,
Where are your partners? (6:22)

Ho~v can you reject? (3:101)

~~ ~ ~ti
s~

Which thing is bigger? (6:19)

v~ y / ~ /~ j s~~ ~ s~ ~

Then ~vhicli of the favors of your Lord will you deny (55:13)

~ s~ ~
About what are they asking? (78:1)

' ~`
~'°(~-%
From what he was created (86: S)

~~>A'i ii

~~~

When Allah's help [will come] (2:214)

~~
Wien is the Day of Judgment (51:12)

Exercise

Recite the Qur'an and try to find more examples.
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I'Naab al Isnz - Al - Mansubaat °~
~ ~

R ~a

It has been discussed earlier that the normal I'raab for a noun is ~or ~~ and that out of the two

reasons that will change them to or the ,first one is when it is preceded by a preposition, e.g.
~, ~
r

The second reason is when it is the second element (~~ ~~ in the possessive phrase, e.g.:

w~ w ~

In this lesson, the different reasons that will result in the I'raab in the form of a _or ~ will be discussed.

1) ~ for total negation is called ~ ~ ~ ~(La li Nafi al Jinse). This precedes the indefinite

noun, and changes the ~ into a ~. In this case, the negation is absolute (no exception).

Examples:

W
~~~~~~

[There is] I~To God except Allah. (37:35)
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M / ~~~
9

No sin upon you (2:236)

.~~~
We have no knowledge (2:32)

~.~ ~ ~ 01,Si °~,~.
[There is] no compulsion in religion. (2:256)

' L~ ~ The noun ~~vhich follows y ~ (Illa), "except." This indicates an2) AZ-Istitltna (y ''

exception to a positive action.

Examples:

°~! ~r~„ ~
They all bowed except Iblis. (2:34)

Everything will perish except ~Iis Countenance. (28:88)

v~1~~~ ~I~~c3o9.~~

You shall leave it, except a little of which you shall eat. (12:47)

i
3) Harf un-Nida ~~ ~~~~~) When '. (Ya), "O," is followed by a possessive phrase, the first

i

noun ~~ ~~ will be affected.

Examples:

O' Abdullah!

W ~

~~ ,~ ~~ =

w

~~ ,~ -~° t~
~ ~ ..
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O' Our Lord! ~~ ~~ — ~~ }- ~~

O' People of
the Book!

~ ~
ir

V ~/ ~ lam —

~ ~ ~

~/ ~~ ~ + ~

Note that when the is followed by a simple noun, it has no effect on that noun,' e.g.

~~c~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ° r °~~-
.. ~ .. ~ y

/ /~ w I w

4) When the nouns are preceded by ~ ~ (indeed), ~ ~ (that/verily) (but), or (maybe) .

Examples:

/' ~ ~ W ~ W

w, ~~~%

Indeed your Lord is Wise. (6.•83)

p ~ ''y ~9' ~/~/i ~(Wl~ 1 w

Verily Allah has the power over all things. (2:106)

~ ~,'~ ~.~
But the Satans rejected [the faith]. (2:102)

c i,~~ i g ~ ,~

Allah may after that, bring an event. (65:1)

5) The ~ is used for the objects of a verb. There are five kinds of objects:

a) Direct Object ~+ J .
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Examples:

Allah created the ~Ieaven and the Earth. (29:44)

~~ ~ .~ ~ ~ ~ ~e:r9~

...and Dawood killed Jaloot. (2:251)

b) Absolute Object '' J ~ The verbal noun is placed with a ~ after its own verb to

emphasize the verb;

Examples:

~ 9N /'fibv 1• W

We have explained it completely. (17:12)

~~ ~ '~.
1_ jt..~a ~ l ~ 1~ ~.9
His account will be taken by an easy reckonan~. (84:8)

c) Object for Time and Place J ~ ;

Examples:

I.~v
They will know tomorrow. (54:26)

i i ~~i 9~ ~. ~ ~~ i
~~ ~.~

And we will cause you to enter an honorable place. (4:31)

Nnte~ nnnn~ ~f time can he:

~ Goy

~

r /

~

N



Note: nouns of place can he:

~~s

~~

~
/~

~ I

~
/~

~
o

~ ~
o

~ ~
.o,

d) Object for Expressing Aim and Purpose ~ J ~ This is expressed by a verbal noun with a

Examples:

~~ • ~~

They exchanged Allah's favor for disbelief. (14:28)

They spend their wealth to be seem by people. (4:38)

e) Object for Denoting Meaning of "with" J

Examples:

A ,.~i 9, ~ ~ ~ 9s o,~~ 9 a~

/ ~/ /~~ 1~

So, decide upon your course of action, you and ~otip° paa-tners (10: 71)

q "

Save yourselves and yo~er faiaflilies from a fire. (66: 6)

6) Haal(J~~ is an Arabic grammatical term that answers the questions "how" or "in what way"

regarding the subject and the object.



Examples:

~4~ 19.~J 
~~~~

~~

They left you standing. (62:11)

' ~~ ̂sue ~~ ~~~

~~

He went forth there from feari~~~ (28:21)

7) The specification resembles the Haal, but it is used to clarify or explain the verb. It

answers the verb to such questions as "in what way," "in what," and" in what regard?"

Examples:

~J~~~
*Nor can you reach the mountains in regards to height. (17:37)

// /9~ 
W

They will enter the religion of Allah in companies. (110:2)

8) The predicate of ~ ;

ExanZples:

e~ ~ i~ y, ~ ~~~~~
,~ ~ w,.

And Allah is ever Forgiving, Merciful. (4:23)

~~~~~
And your mother was not an unchaste woman. (19:28)

~~ ~C



lesson

.; , ~~
~' _

I'~aab al-Isnz ~

In the Arabic language there are two types of i'raab:

A) Evident i'raabl]~J~ ~ ~ 1(AZI'~aab ul Zaahi~)a s

p i ~x

These i'raab, as the name indicates, are evident in the form of ~, —, ~ or _, ~~ ~ .

These are the simplest form of i'Naab, but can only be applied to the singular form of nouns, for

both masculine egad feminine gender.

Examples:

0

1

0

~

0

~1

o / o ~ o

i i i

b~le~A

'~

i i i i

B) I'~aab by Letters ~~~1~ ~ ~ 1 (Al i'raab bil Huroof}~.

The last two letters of the nouns in the dual and plural forms are the i'raab, which can be one of the
y

o /o /o
following: ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ ~~ 6

~ ~

Explanation and examples of the i'raab by letters:

y p

1. Masculine and feminine: Nouns in the dual form ending with ~ ~ indicate a ~ .

Examples:
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/ // / /

These are ttvo magicians. (20:63)

~~ ~ ~ ~ ~W~

~'~vo gardens to the right and to the left (34:1 S)

The ~ for the dual and plural noun is called the ~ of i'Naab, when the dual or plural noun is a ~

this ~ is dropped

Examples:

1

~~~~

Recite to them the story of the two sons of Adam. (5:27)

~~i~~0, ~ ~~~.~
Establish regular prayer at the two ends of the day (11:114)

'• V

Those whose lives the angels take in a state of wrong doing (4:97) - -

~~ ~~
~~~~
O children of Israel (2:47)

o

2. Masculine and Feminine: Nouns in the dual form ending with ~+ indicate a ~ or

Examples:

W / P •l % F / C^~// -

1 v'.~ I I;jl 1~~~~
Our Lord, show us those two who led us astray. (41:29)

~/ / y 9/ ~.~ 
/'

t~..~.~ v'~' ~
And with the parents, [show] kindness. (4:36)
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~Q A

3. Masculine: Nouns in the plural form ending with ~~ indicate a ,~

Examples:

Those are the believers. (8:4)

~a '
4. Masculine: Nouns in the plural form ending with ~ indicate a ,~ or —

Examples:

/ W P ~ /` W

,..
Indeed He does not love the wrongdoers. (42:40)

~ / 9A ,.~~~ / /

And that is the reward of the rejecters. (9:26)

~p A
5. Feminine: Nouns in the plural form ending with ~~ indicate a ~ .

Examples:

`:.~Ic
Open [clear] signs (3:97)

6. Feminine: Nouns in the plural. form ending with ~ ~ indicate a ~ or

Examples:

/ y / 9 ~/' ~

~~

And He will admit you to the gardens. (66:8)
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~ W a, o J~1'

~~~
Eat from the pure and good things. (23: SI)

Note that for dual and plural (masculine and feminine), the i'Naab are the same for and ~ it has to

be determined through the context whether that i'Naab is for ~or ~ .

~ o
•

Exercase

Indicate the i'Naab by letters in the proper context.

o i W

/6J ~I~~I 1
~ ~

/ a y of W ~`W I~

6JM ~ ~,J~ ,~ 2
ii '~

i .o i

'~ ~

o ~w

/6J" ~ ~ ~~ I ( I 4
~~ ~ '° ~

~ ~

v„ ~' c/° 5
~~

~r~~~~~'~ 6

qeo/o

l~°~ ~ 7
i ~ "i
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/ 0 W ~ o //

~' ~ `$ 0 8
~ ~

~ ~

~r,11' a~ r~ ~~i
~ ~..~,~ 9

0

~~~ / 10~ ~ ..~

a ~
i o, y i oi~
~~-~ 11

i o ~

J ~I I v~° 13

o ~
~ ai ~ c ,,

14

~y~ ~a i a a~

/ 0 /0 1
/ 0 . / 0 .• w w

~' ~~ ~is ' ~~~~
~ ~

16

a ~a ~ a~~
i a o.. ~~ ~
~~~~~y~'~~~ 17i~ ~
~ / / ~y ~

/ o ~ (. o 0 0/0 ~ ~% .1 /

~~' ~~ '~ ~ y~ 1 g
i

i

~~ ~ 19N S~

Q

/ 0 0 ~ w ~ w /

ii i ..



o } y/

.. 21
ii

W o/

/ o IW~(/° ~y 22
~ ~ ~
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lesson

Al- Asrna'al Mabni wal Mu'ar~^ab

Nouns are generally divided into two groups:

A) o (Mabni) Unchangeable Nouns

These nouns are not influenced by any word or situation. They stay in the original form whether

they are subject, object or are preceded by a preposition.

Examples:

/ o /

~

I

~

~JJI

~

~~I ~', o ~

g ~ i ~

~j~~l~~~
And in Musa when we sent him (Sl: 38)

~~ ~ ~If
Indeed they will say (44:34)

,~~~~~
I~3v~

Indeed in this is a message (21:106)

Many more words in the Qur'an that do not reflect any change in any situation indicate that they

belong to the IYIabi~i group.
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B) ~ (Mu'arNab) Changeable Nouns

Changeable nouns are of two types:

1. ~ (Munsa~~ Fully Changeable

These nouns are influenced in all situations. These nouns are seen in the Qur'an ending with
A aA i

—_or__

Examples:

When Noah said to them (26:106)

~/~ /7

.~' ->~ -9
Verily we send Noah (29:14)

~ ~'~,,~r~ _ _ _.
(And) the people of Noah (26:105)

Many more words in the Qur'an that reflect a change in all situations indicate that they

belong to the MunsaNif group of Mu'a~~ab.

2. (Ghair Munsarif} Partly Changeable

These nouns differ from the fully changeable noun in two respects.

a. These do not end with a tanween i.e. — —.

9

b. These only end with a — or — (never with a ~ ).
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They end with / even when the situation calls fora e

Examples:

i

~e 
o%O ~

J

w /
/ o/ I of ,

~

y

/ o0 0 ~ / o I

~

Hof ,~,~I~
~ ep ~ ~ o r of

y

p 
~/

i
~/~

These and many more words in the Qur'an that do not end with a tcznween or a (~ ), indicate that they

belong to the Ghair Munsarif group of Mu'ar~ab.

NOTE: The i 'Naab of a noun is never a

7~



lesson 2~ .

I~AGl~IFIEI) l~TOiJI~TS
W

Al- Asma' al Mukabbarah D ~~ ~ 1
0

y

Father ~ ~

3 /y

Brother

cP
Mouth ~,9

When these are in the form of ~, their i'raab will be as follows:

p

~I ~~ ~I ~ I

.•

y9

g

Examples:

~~"' .9'~

Our father is a very old man. (28:23)

~~ ~~ G ~ ~.a~~ c~o ~

And they came to their father in the early part of the night weeping. (12:16)

~~;
When Joseph said to his father (12:4)
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/~~~ ~/

a~~~a~

Mention one of Aad's (own) brethren. (46:21)

~,
How to hide the shame (corpse) of his brother? (S: 31)

~~~,~~~>

~~-~J~~~
When their brother said to them (26:106)

o~~ ~~~~~
9

/ V~-'

For water to reach his mouth (13:14)

Masculine

~

~J
~

IJ ~j
g~

~~
.•~

owe awe o
s,~.

A

a

3 ~

~~ I

~

~ I

~A

~ I

~ ~

a

Fefninine
9 i

i

/ / / /

~ ~ i ~ ,
~I~ ~I~ ~IJ 1,

ro era r~ r~ ~~r~/ r~Q
~ q

a ~ r ~

~o ~;



NOTE: The wo~d~,~ is only used to compliment, therefore it is always in the form of L,91~ (without

the i'raab of` j fog the dual and plural).

The general meaning can be owner of~endowed with. In some cases, they maybe phrased in different

words, for example:

We turn them on their right

a ~ W~~

° N N ~ V ~, 9
~ ~ ~

In difficulty
/ o ~ o.

~,

The plural forJo ,~ and t~ ~, is in the form of~~ ~ and ~~~ ~ (in the Qur'an).

Examples:

Allah is Lord of grace abounding (2:105)

~.a:~19~~~~,;
As judged by two just men among you (S: 95)

vl~ll~~~~
Containing all kinds (of trees and delights); OR, with spreading branches; (SS: 48)

rl/ 9. /' y/ // 
'may/

w

,- ~~,
Two gardens producing bitter fruit (34:16)

Y ,,fit ~ ~ ~~~

Even if a near relative is concerned (5:106)
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~ 9p

~'reat with kindness your parents and kindred (2:83)

~ ~t i X`9t4 / // g /s// /

We bore: him on an (ark) made of broad planks and palm fiber (54:13)

>~ ~,~ y~~ ~
%~ ~P~ ~ ~~

Blood relations among each other have closer personal ties. (33:6)

~' ~~J~,~~~~~.~~I

Against helping their kinsmen and needy (24:22)

9/ 
~ ~ ~ ~ /

~~~~~~
And if they carry (life in their wombs) (65:6)

J l,~`°~ I ~ ~1~
Those who carry (life in their wombs) their period is (65:4)

~/J~~~ ~~
~'

And take for witness two persons from among you (65:2)

Will abide forever the face of your Lord full of majesty, bounty and honor (55:27)

9

Blessed be the name of your Lord full of majesty, bounty, and honor (SS: 78)

~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~

NOTE: When ~~, ~ ~ ~ ~.9 are with first person singular pronoun ~~'~~ these are
.. ~

~ ~
0 A

~6 lri all S1tUat10riS e
,.i ..i



~ ~, ~/ 6

~~.~ ~~~`

My father invites you... (28:25)

0' ~ 9 'O/

c~°~~
Forgive my father. (26.•86)

' 4 ' / // ~ fi' s~~~~.~o~
And cast it over the face of my father. (12:93)

~~~~~w~~,
This (man) is my brother. (38:23)

~ ~~ of ~ ~ c„~i w

~~~~~ ~~~
Oh my Lord, I have power only over myself and my brother. (S: 25)

~ ~~~~~ ~

So I could hide the shame (corpse) of my brother. (S: 31)

o
2 has not been-used in the Qur'an. (There are two other magnified nouns, which-are not discussed

..i

here, since they are not used in the Qur'an.)

~3 
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Nouns are divided into two forms:

A) Primitive or simple, e.g.:

Al- Masdar

B) Derived from verbs: The most usual nouns derived from verbs are verbal nouns, ~,,,~ which,

properly express the verbal idea in the form of a noun, e.g.:

Opening

c a ~
9

~-

~~
/ ~~,

He opened

Hearing
~o/

~ He heard

Examples of Verbal Nouns:

.,~~~i i i

~~`

This is Allah's creation. (31:11)

6 I

/ ~ ~ ~%

Verily, their killing is a great sin. (17:31)

Turn to Allah with sincere repentance. (66.•8)
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Verily, (the ends) you strive for are diverse. (92:4)
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We have granted you a manifest victory. (48:1)
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Preventing access to the path of Allah and denying Him (2:217)
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Those who remember Allah standing and sitting. (3:191)
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This is your thought which you entertained. (41:22)
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